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“Hi Linked in, what does 

Sustainability mean to you?”

“Production/manufacture of the 

service/product doesn’t result in a 

detrimental effect to environment or 

society”

“materials having a 

limited impact on the 

world”

“Meets the needs of 

current generation, 

without hurting the 

next generation”

“Economic”

“Social”

“environmental”

Quotes shared via @RichardHeath Linked In



“Hi UK, What does 

Sustainability 

mean to you?” 

“Hard to 

describe what 

it is, recycled 

packaging… 

things like that”
Donna, 50



1000s of 

people

Behaviour & 

Attitudes

Observed and 

recorded

100s of 

Moments

Sustainability 

Pulse, 2022
Into the detail of real-world sustainability



Sustainability Pulse Quant: N=1408, UK Nat Rep, May 2022

Noticed bills and expenses going 

up in past 3 months 

98%
4 in 5 estimate over 30% rise

How can we even think about driving 

sustainability in 2022?



Sustainability Pulse Quant: N=1408, UK Nat Rep, May 2022 – Full statement wording: Thinking about your brand of tea or coffee, if you found another brand that tasted as 
nice but used less packaging, and was sourced in a way that created much less impact on the environment, would you buy it? What if it cost 20% more?

Would switch to another brand that 

tasted as nice but more sustainable

And if it cost 20% more?

2022

75%
2021

77%
2022

1 in 5
2021

1 in 4

How can we even think about driving 

sustainability in 2022?



People have fundamental worries, but 

the sustainability movement continues



People are just as 

aware of Sustainability 

moments as they were 

a year ago…

Click every time you notice anything about sustainability from a food and drink brand. We want to know if what you notice is important to you:
Please click once when you notice something about sustainability from a food or drink brand and what you’ve noticed is important to you
Please double click every time you notice something about sustainability from a food and drink brand and what you’ve noticed is not important to you

Sustainability Moments
All Food and Drink

2022

9.4
2021

9.4
Vs. 4.5 for personal care



… The subject is 

no less important 

to people

Important Sustainability 

Moments
All Food and Drink

2022

7
2021

6.8
Vs. 3.9 for 
personal care

Click every time you notice anything about sustainability from a food and drink brand. We want to know if what you notice is important to you:
Please click once when you notice something about sustainability from a food or drink brand and what you’ve noticed is important to you
Please double click every time you notice something about sustainability from a food and drink brand and what you’ve noticed is not important to you



Be 

Authentic
Be SmartEmpathise

So, how to grow sustainably in 2022?
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So, how to grow sustainably in 2022?



“So… how important 

is sustainability to 

you?”

Sustainability Pulse online boards and IDI discussion

“It may come into it.. But it 

would probably be far 

down the line to be honest”

“I’d say price first, & 

then after that, 

yeah probably 
yeah it would be 

sustainability. 

"I guess we try and 

shop sustainably, but 

price comes into it as 

well"



“What really 

matters to you?”

Sustainability Pulse online boards and IDI discussion, 2022

“Quality, there’s no 

point in buying 

something if its going 

to be absolutely 
rubbish”

“Delivery times, delivery costs”

"I guess we try and shop 

sustainably, but price
comes into it as well"

"a lot of the 

time it is 

price I must 

admit"



Sustainability can give you The Edge, 
but only when the big three are nailed
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Sustainability Pulse Quant: N=1408, UK Nat Rep, May 2022

When you buy food and drink, which, if any, of the following are important to you?



Recycling 48%

Environmental manufacturing 26%

Low carbon footprint 25%

Fairly Traded 34%

Reduced Packaging 49%

Quality ingredients 52%

Brand 27%

Posted directly 9%

Easy to store 45%

Easy to use 42%

Liked by all family 52%

Available 70%

Low calorie 26%

Health 48%

Taste 91%

Price 84%

People do want 

to help. They do 

care. They are 

just coming from 

different angles

Sustainability Pulse Quant: N=1408, UK Nat Rep, May 2022

Recycling 48%

Environmental manufacturing 26%

Low carbon footprint 25%

Fairly Traded 34%

Reduced Packaging 49%

Quality ingredients 52%

Brand 27%

Posted directly 9%

Easy to store 45%

Easy to use 42%

Liked by all family 52%

Available 70%

Low calorie 26%

Health 48%

Taste 91%

Price 84%

When you buy food and drink, which, if any, of the following are 
important to you?

% in Factor 

at all

70%

63%

88%

56%

97%

2022 vs. 2021 – virtually identical



Avoid visions of the 

promised land. The 

lexicon is about 

avoiding negatives, not 

embracing positives

Plastic

Air miles

Waste

Extinction

Carbon

Crises

Reusables

Local

Efficient

Protection

Clean

Life

Common Phrases Seldom Heard

Sustainability Pulse online boards and IDI discussion



Be 

Authentic
Be SmartEmpathise

So, how to grow sustainably in 2022?



1 in 3
sustainability messages miss the mark

Sustainability Pulse online boards and IDI discussion, 2022. Please click once when you notice something about sustainability from a food and drink brand that seems 

like a good fit. Click twice if it is hard to believe or does not fit the brand. 

“They’re probably just 

sticking plastics in a hole 

somewhere!”

“I would need evidence, so 

like when they’re doing 

an advert , actually show us 

what you’re doing”



Be 

Authentic
Be SmartEmpathise

So, how to grow sustainably in 2022?



Brands are 

improving their 

approach to 

sustainability

2022

6.6
2021

4.4

Sustainability 

Moments that fit
All Food and Drink

Click every time you notice anything about sustainability from a food and drink brand. We want to know if what you notice is important to you:
Please click once when you notice something about sustainability from a food or drink brand and what you’ve noticed is important to you
Please double click every time you notice something about sustainability from a food and drink brand and what you’ve noticed is not important to you



The challenge 

remains converting 

to what matters 

most… sales

31%

69%
▪ Sustainability did influence my purchase choice

▪ Sustainability did not influence my purchase choice

Please click every time you put a food or drink item in your shopping basket or trolley. Here we’d like to know if sustainability affected your food and drink decision at al l.
Please click once if sustainability affected your decision to put the food and drink item in your basket in any way at all
Please double click if sustainability did not affect your decision to put the food and drink item in your basket at all

Sustainability Moments 

influencing purchase
All Food and Drink



There is hope. 

People are seeking 

knowledge and 

willing to believe 

you, if you back up

"I would tend to, yes. If I 
saw an advert, you do 
tend to see on packaging 
25% less packaging, I’d 
purchase that over 
something else”
Louise, 26

"I do tend to believe in 
the companies like 
ecover - were doing it 
before it was 
fashionable“
Anna, 31

"I tend to sort of go 
online and have a little 
nosy“
Phil, 31

Sustainability Pulse online boards and IDI discussion, 2022 – Do you believe the messages you see from brands?

Yes I would believe 
it, no reason not to, I 
do trust big brands“
Phillip, 31



The big opportunity is at point of sale

Role of Sustainability

Triggers: Very unlikely
Very few people begin a search for sustainable 

products specifically

Exploration: Background
Focus on intangible associations and imagery. 

People are searching for other things

Evaluation: Potential Edge if…
All else being equal, sustainability can make 

the difference, if backed up. Give people an 

easy option to make a positive choice

Purchase: Potential Edge
Critical in FMCG. Pack cues, semiotics, strong 

simple claims can make the difference



Be careful not to waste ATL £ on 
sustainability. Focus at the sharp end

“My knowledge just 

sort of crept in“
Sarah, 52

"if it was in the news, 

then yes I would 

read it but I don’t 

actively seek it out“
Phil, 31

"it’s hard to stand and look and read how 

something is animal welfare, fairtrade.. 

Sustainability”
Anna 31

"look at the way things are 

packaged”
Ava, 32

"online 

shopping, I 

don’t think 

it’s as clear”
Phil, 31

"there's so much to read up on, every 

time you think you're getting something 

right, its as if it has changed, it is really 

hard“
Ed, 43

“Packaging! I wish 

companies would make it 

easier to understand… For 

ages I thought the little 

symbol meant you could 

recycle it… It just means it’s 

made from recycled 

material“
Anna, 31

“Do the comparison 
for you, the product 
is more expensive, 
but it will last you ten 
years more“
Louise, 26

It’s complex and simply not the 
most important thing

People want the facts, succinctly, to 
make a better choice easy

Sustainability Pulse online boards and IDI discussion, 2022 – How to you find out about products? Where could brands do more to help?



The vision may appear to demand 

a thematic TVC… but the decision 

is very likely driven by your pack



Be scientific; Align the 

intangibles and the tangibles:

- Materials

- Claim

- RTB

- Brand



Make the changes but 

respect the semiotics. 

Deep learned cues 

take time to change



Final thought…The sustainability paradox 

swings both ways

Sustainability Pulse identifies 3 main segments in the UK 

around attitudes to sustainability

The Practicals

The Tasty Intenders

The Tasty Actives,

Always prioritize the practicality Big 3:  Taste, Price, 

Convenience

31%

Want the Big 3 AND are actively seeking sustainability

27%

Want the Big 3 AND trying to be more sustainable

30%

Sustainability Pulse Quant: N=1408, UK Nat Rep, May 2022 – Attitudes to sustainability
* See earlier list 

The Practicals 62%

The Tasty Intenders 81%

The Tasty Actives 98%

% taking part in at least one 

‘sustainable behaviour’*



FMCG is all about finding Edges. Sustainability 

can be yours, if you get the engineering right

Be 

Authentic
Be SmartEmpathise



Sustainability in 

the real world
Blue Yonder Sustainability Pulse 2022


